CONTAINMENT as an example, it makes the case that even static locational relations are structured as dynamic processes that incorporate image-schema transformations and scanning processes by a ceaselessly active conceptualizer.
Image schemas as dynamic patterns
From the beginning, Johnson (1987: 29) 
, which is one of the most commonly cited image schemas in the liter&(.*)> W:'9-<#/8 &/ ;#/A-*:&9 '")P /-:)/-9-8#%&9 &/&9<$#$= 2%A> 0-"/$-/F this volume) of basic recurring experiences related to containment, I will argue that CONTAINMENT cannot be a static structure like the ones typically proposed. Even when they represent static locational relations, image schemas are themselves active scanning processes, cognitive pathways that are grounded in the perception of motion.
The key to thinking of image-schematic structure dynamically is to recognize a much more essential role for construal processes such as imageschema transformations. Rather than thinking of these processes as relatively independent operations on image schemas, we need to think of them as integral or extended parts of image-schematic structure itself. Most fundamentally of all, we need to acknowledge the crucially important role of a ceaselessly active conceptualizer in any dynamic construal. That means not only CONTAINMENT has been a parade example in the image-schema literature for several reasons. It seems to characterize a universally important semantic concept that is remarkably similar across languages and develops very early across languages. It is fundamentally important in metaphorical structuring and in inferential reasoning. It is also grounded in a wide range of common basic experiences.
Take for example a child in a red dress who watches her mother put cookies into a jar. The child then takes the lid off of the jar and looks inside to search for the cookies. She reaches into the jar, reaches down into the cookies to find a particular cookie near the bottom, grasps the cookie (so that the cookie is now in her hand), and takes it out. She wraps the cookie in a napkin. She walks with the cookie through a door into another room, where
Given the developmental focus of her research, Mandler (1992: 597-598) is naturally more concerned to link containment realistically and in detail to M#D
Earliest schemas as paths
In adult semantic systems, pure static locations are generally considered to be simpler and more basic than motion events. Paths are taken to consist of complex sequences of locations structured in terms of starting locations, medial locations and ending locations as reflected in the common SOURCE-PATH-GOAL analysis. For example, CONTAINMENT defines a location, and paths can then be structured to go into, out of or through that basic location.
While this organization makes good sense in an adult semantic system, it is not likely to reflect the developmental sequence by which a young child originally arrives at the most basic image schemas grounded directly in experience. As Mandler (this volume) reports, infants appear to have a dynamic conception of containment that emphasizes the motion of going in and going out. What is most salient to a child will presumably involve visually observed motion, the sensorimotor routines of self-motion, and the sensations of being touched or moved by external forces.
are primarily or exclusively for motion (Choi and Bowerman 1991: 96) .
in are more like verb-particles than like adult locative prepositions. Thiel (1985) maintains that 18-month-olds do not distinguish objects from the activities they associate with them, and even older children learn to differentiate them only gradually. When asked to identify what an object is, the young children Thiel studied would say things like in(to) (German rein) if it was a typical container or on(to) (rauf) if it had a salient surface to put things on. They would also use object terms such as table or chair to characterize activities. Thiel further observed that children would consistently carry out an associated act
)(.*/#/8 $')%#A#%&99< (-CONTAINMENT, we might also observe that many actual containers do not really define a location in space the way that jars and cribs and rooms do. In our cookie example, hands, napkins and red dresses are clearly not experienced simply as bounded regions in space.
If we take a realistic developmental perspective then, it seems unlikely
is bounded and separates an interior region from an outside. Such notions may become primitives in a sophisticated and linguistically influenced adult system, but they are not developmental primitives. It is much more likely that the earliest image schemas will involve activities and paths, with little clear differentiation between trajectors (TRs), landmarks (LMs) and relations, between paths and resulting states, or between space and time.
Entry
The pictorial representation in Figure 1 is misleading in several ways though, making the image appear less schematic and less dynamic than it actually is. In particular, the image presumes a whole range of imageschema transformations that have to be considered a part of the structure of (") #:
with respect to the angle of inward approach. Although many common early experiences involve downward motion through an open top, the image in Figure 1 can be freely rotated so that the entry could be through any side (such as the door to a room).
Further development of the image schema will eventually involve differentiation into a distinct TR, LM, and path
While the English word in allows this transformation to operate freely, we can easily imagine a language that constrains its operation and differentiates downward insertion from lateral insertion. Interestingly though, I am not aware of any languages other than sign languages that do make such a distinction. 3. An image based primarily on the subjective experience of reaching into a container would of course look somewhat different from the purely visual image of observing someone else do so. The schematic image in Figure 1 could still apply though, augmented by image-schema transformations that allow the conceptualizer to adopt various vantages that include identification with an implicit agent or with the TR or with the LM. See the discussion below on the general influence of language. 
Stative inclusion based on entry
The path arrow in Figure 1 actually depicts a summary scan of a path (Langacker 1987: 144-146), i.e. it is a cumulative scan of a dynamic temporal sequence of locations that begins somewhere outside the LM and ends inside it. The shaped single image of a path pattern corresponds to a memory trace of past locations B !&9:<1$ 2ONNNL 3_47 ;$)/$#/8= -A ;'&(" $(*.%(.*)=> 4 An often neglected but absolutely crucial aspect of such a construal is that the path of the moving object is accompanied by a corresponding conceptual movement. In experiential terms, a person who watches an object move into a container will track the course of the object through space and time by
and for fictive motion, but for purely stative relations as well. In fact, nearly all image-schematic structure is characterized most fundamentally by recurring patterns in the ceaseless flow of conceptual motion.
To see why such an approach is necessary, consider the most obvious alternative account of how a stative CONTAINMENT image might result from ENTRY experiences. After an image such as that in Figure 1 .1 has become established as a salient resulting state, the child can form a purely stationary locational image that becomes distinct from whatever path preceded it. At that point we might imagine that the child has developed an image like that of Figure 1 .2, which would result from removing the path arrow from the image in Figure 1 .1. This is of course the pure static inclusion schema as it #$ .$.&99< '-*(*&<)+ 2;CONTAINMENT #($)9A=7> The problem with this account is that it does not specify what makes the
we supply that relation by a dynamic pattern of scanning. We construe the configuration as containment not simply because the configuration exists objectively, but because we process it in a particular way. And it is precisely that defining dynamic process which is missing in the misleadingly static image of If we begin instead with an event schema like that in Figure 1 .1, which combines objective motion with an accompanying conceptual scanning pattern, we can trace a process of abstracting from spatiotemporal paths to stative locational relations that differentiates the scanning pattern from the objective motion and thus allows it to apply to stative configurations. As a first step from Figure 1 .1, the child might imagine a purely hypothetical entry path, or a hypothetical act of reaching into the LM to search for an object and retrieve it. More abstractly still, the child might imagine a purely visual search path that corresponds to the schematic entry path, as if following the gaze of someone who is looking into the LM. 5 The most abstract way of all to construe a stative relation based on an entry path would be to di-,-*%) (") #:
until the TR has been located. This kind of subjective gaze-based construal is in effect the same pattern of conceptual motion that accompanies normal entry paths (Figure 1 We could draw the resulting relation as in Figure 1 .3, which is the same as 1.1 except that the dashed arrow is meant to represent pure conceptual motion with no necessary corresponding motion by the TR (or by any other entity actually participating in the scene). Figure 1 .3 represents a locational relation between the TR and its setting. We could think of it as an instruction to find the TR by searching from a random point outside of the LM, moving past the opening in the LM surface and continuing on inward toward the center.
7 (Recall that the schema in Figure 1 allows entry from any angle.) Thus we can arrive at a basic schema for stative inclusion that is thoroughly grounded in the experience of realistic containment events, and which is also fundamentally a dynamic pattern with an active role for the conceptualizer. Before we turn to the theoretical implications of this kind of dynamic image 6. As an indication of the course of development from physical paths to stative locational search paths, consider this incident reported by Thiel (1985: 202) . He describes a child who put two model chairs next to a model bathtub and then said raus 2a- schema though, we need to add another important image to the cluster of patterns that make up CONTAINMENT.
Enclosing
The basic experiences reflected in our cookie example are actually more diverse than most discussions imply, and many of them cannot be adequately accounted for in terms of topological inclusion or the simple entry of a mobile figure into a stationary container. That is especially true of containers that actively enclose an object by grasping (a cookie in the hand, a child in #($ : If interpreted sufficiently abstractly with primary focus on the concluding phase, this image actually applies to most typical containers. Its relevance to flexible containers such as socks, canvas bags and liquids is apparent. Even relatively stationary containers with relatively inflexible sides are usually associated with some kind of closing event before containment in them is complete.
8 For example, putting something in a suitcase normally implies that the suitcase will eventually be closed (even if that closure is temporally remote). Similar comments apply to jars (putting the lid back on), houses and rooms (closing the door), desk drawers (pushing them back into the desk), and many other common containers.
A stative resulting image can develop for enclosing just as it did for entry. The arrows in Figure 2 can become memory traces of the scan that accompanied actual motion by the container, or they can correspond to hypothetical or potential closing motion (e.g. of suitcases or of jars that regain their lids), or they can correspond to the purely imaginary closure of a con-(&#/)*1$ -')/ $#+)> O>Q> ]-:G#/#/8 ENTRY and ENCLOSING Most instances of containment seem to involve elements of both ENTRY by the TR (resulting in a pure locational relation with functional implications associated with insertion or removal) and active ENCLOSING by the LM (re-8. Figure 2 is meant to be neutral as to whether enclosing results in contact between the LM and the TR. That will depend on the flexibility of the entities involved. Grasping hands and wrapping napkins and immersing substances will continue moving inward until contact is established from all relevant directions; relatively rigidly shaped LMs will not normally reach contact except to the extent that the TR itself initiates it, e.g. by resting on the bottom of the container or by spreading (milk in a glass).
sulting in functional and force-dynamic implications such as restricted motion). Apparently, people are inclined to combine the two images into a single coherent image schema for CONTAINMENT.
The most obvious problem with combining ENTRY and ENCLOSING is that they have opposing figure-ground relations. In ENCLOSING the container is the moving figure, while ENTRY requires the contained object to be the relatively mobile entity. Reaching to grasp a cookie would more naturally be described with the container as TR and a verb such as English grab, grasp, catch, enclose, or surround (resulting in having the hand around the cookie). Only when the cookie is in the enclosed state does it become more natural to say that it is in $ It turns out though that ENTRY events and ENCLOSING events are experienced together with remarkable frequency. We might imagine a prototypical containment experience to be putting a cookie into a mouth, so that the mouth actively encloses the cookie after its entry. In other words both the TR and the LM move, and the enclosing motion by the LM succeeds and converges with the entry path by the TR. The image schema could look roughly like Figure 3. . . . According to this approach even canonical stationary LMs such as cookie jars and houses could be construed to enclose their contents actively after entry. Their closure might reflect objective events such as putting the lid back on or closing a door after entry, but eventually an imagined virtual closure could suffice to invoke a schema like Figure 3. 9 By the same token, a grasped TR such as a stationary cookie that does not really move relative to a grasping hand could have the ENTRY aspect of the construal imposed on it (at least in a stative configuration where nothing objectively contradicts that construal).
Schematic CONTAINMENT
In its maximally schematic form, stative CONTAINMENT could look something like Figure 3 .1, which is the righthand side of Figure 3 set within a conceptual frame. Figure 3 .1 is schematic in all the ways that Figure 1 is, including dimensionality and angle of scanning approach. 10 The conceptual motion indicated by the arrows corresponds to the objective entry path of the TR, or to the reaching path of a hand seeking to insert or retrieve the TR, or 9 . Permanently open-sided containers such as drinking glasses and cribs could thus undergo idealized virtual closure based on the image of closing a door or adding a lid. An alternative way to motivate virtual closure of an open-top container would be to include the downward force of gravity to complete the enclosure from all sides. Another potential analysis would make open-top containers a special case of ENCLOSING in which the surface curves only in two salient dimensions to form a band around the TR that leaves the TR free to extend in the third dimension. This transformational variant accounts for the extension of flowers in a vase beyond its virtual top boundary, and it is needed anyway to account for uses such as an arm in a cast. 10. The schema not only allows scanning from any angle; it also allows scanning from a variety of angles simultaneously, thus constricting the search area cumulatively until the TR has been located. Compare the highly general multiple-TR transformation (Dewell 1994 to the direction of gaze searching for the TR, or to the enclosing effects of the LM, or to any practical combination of these. ) CONTAINMENT in terms of conceptual motion on the other hand, and ground that motion in the construal of objective paths, then functional implications can be naturally motivated. A schematic pattern such as that depicted in Figure 3 .1 was originally abstracted from complex experiences that typically involve not only objective motion but also force-dynamic effects and subjective impressions and functional purposes. Activating the schematic pattern naturally tends to call those richer images to mind when they are appropriate to a dynamic construal in a particular context.
Given the ENCLOSING vectors emanating from the LM toward the TR, it is a natural implication that a force of some kind will typically be exerted in the direction of the vectors, thus counteracting any potential motion by the TR out of the LM. The TR is held in by the LM. For similar reasons, if the container moves then anything found inside it will also move contingently.
11
Another related aspect of CONTAINMENT experiences that might be retrieved in appropriate contexts is the subjective sensation of identifying with the TR. Thus we might connect the image schema of Figure Vandeloise (1991) , including all of its functional implications and family resemblances. CONTAINMENT can be reduced to a basic image-schematic pattern that is in turn linked to a range of more general transformational patterns, and all of these dynamic patterns are thoroughly grounded in basic experience. and CONTAINMENT are all grounded in essentially universal experiences, it is easy to imagine them developing differently in the semantic systems of different languages. There is good evidence that they in fact do. The work of Melissa Bowerman and her colleagues (e.g. Bowerman 1996a, Choi et al. 1999) for example shows that nothing in the Korean language corresponds exactly to ENCLOSING, and 11. As always we are talking of dynamic transformational patterns as appropriate to a particular context. A se/$) -A *)$(*#%(#/8 (") !^1$ :-(#-/ @#99 /-( /-*P : 
grounded in prelinguistic cognition that is real and patterned and largely universal; but we need to avoid the implication that the meaning of language constructions can be reduced to pre-existing universal representations.
The universalizing influence of language
There has been a tendency in the literature to frame the issue of conceptual universals mainly in terms of a competition between prelinguistic universals on the one hand and linguistic variation on the other. That is, the similarity of CONTAINMENT schemas across languages is attributed to their grounding in universally common, basic and objectively similar experiences that are independent of language, while semantic differences are attributed to the way that individual languages encode those prelinguistic schemas 
Objective, viewpoint-neutral images
One of the more striking characteristics of the schemas represented in Figures 1.3 , 2.1 and 3.1 is that they give priority to the objective and visual pattern of observing an event from a detached vantage, rather than to the more subjective sensations of actually participating in the event. in, learning the language will eventually guide the child to form a more objective image as the primary public one that is constrained by the construction. To the extent that they are called to mind by language rather than by more immediate experience, the more subjective images will gradually be relegated to the optional further 13. Another nonlinguistic factor in the universal development of CONTAINMENT that is worth mentioning is the very basic nature of the cognitive processes involved. The overall scanning pattern for CONTAINMENT corresponds to a progressive zooming sequence from the periphery of the conceptual frame inward toward the focal center, and that overall scanning pattern is very similar to the ones involved in the recognition of focal shaped objects 
Shape bias
Another, related aspect of an adult CONTAINMENT image like the one illustrated in Figure 3 .1 is that it relies primarily on linear scanning processes. That is true of the profiled CONTAINMENT relation (the arrows in the diagrams) and for the LM boundary where the TR enters, and when the TR and the LM are elaborated they will also usually be conceived primarily as recognizable shapes. In all the experiments on novel word interpretations, there is a dramatic contrast between the perceptual properties of objects that children attend to when naming objects versus when making other kinds of judgments (e.g. similarity).
For obvious communicative reasons, language encourages us to give priority to images that can literally delineate and define separate entities that are recognizably distinct from each other, and which can be located relative to each other and relative to a domain. These principles apply to relations such as CONTAINMENT just as they do to objects such as cookie jars. For example, the main ENTRY arrow of Figure 3 .1 can be contrasted clearly with pathways that extend only to the defined outer boundary of the LM (cf on), and with pathways that extend to a second crossing of the LM boundary (cf through), and with pathways that reverse the ENTRY direction and proceed out of the LM. Although the shape of the basic ENTRY pathway is unmarked (i.e. schematically straight), summarily scanned pathways can potentially be differentiated from each other by shape as well. Think for example of around (as opposed to past) or of the distinction between over and across as analyzed in Dewell (1994) By the same token, if we recognize that image schemas are truly dynamic patterns that do not distinguish structure and process, then it becomes difficult to hold onto the standard view of cognition. If CONTAINMENT and other image schemas are intrinsically and fundamentally nonpropositional patterns, then what reason is there to assume that the concepts that develop out of them should be explicitly defined, static mental representations that can be manipulated as context-independent propositional units?
In effect then, the notion of image schemas that has been developed in this chapter supports the proposal by Jones and Smith (1993:136) all of the other cognitive events that form the context. The effect of a language construction is somewhat like a chess opening, providing a conventionally patterned sequence that becomes progressively less constrained as it gets further from its starting point. Some aspects of the pattern will be very entrenched and automatic (such as the scanning pattern from the periphery toward the center of the LM). Other aspects will be subject to weaker conventional constraints and to a variety of contextual factors (such as the more specific nature and dimensionality of the LM, the functional implications of limited mobility or access, the subjective sensation of being in the location). The conventional semantic constraints become weaker as the interpretative flow progresses in an ultimately open-ended and underdetermined process.
